
The Great Slow Food UK Christmas Pudding Challenge 
 DECEMBER 5, 2014  

Slow Food UK launches a challenge to find the UK’s best tasting Christmas 

Pudding whilst providing a delicious pudding to the homeless at Centrepoint 

this Christmas 

 

The search for the UK’s tastiest Christmas Pudding has started, exploring how this quintessentially British 
Christmas essential varies throughout the nation. With chefs and the public encouraged to bake two puddings (one 
for tasting and one for Centrepoint) using their own traditional recipe, Slow Food highlights the regional nuances: 
cider in the south west, bitter in the black country, brown ale in the north, whisky in Scotland as well as citrus fruits 
in east Scotland (a legacy from Dundee marmalade making), apple in Suffolk and prunes in Shropshire. 

The search which started in London before spreading through the UK, has already secured a number of Slow Food 
UK Chef Alliance members including Philip Howard, Neil Forbes, Tom Aikens, Nigel Haworth, Frances Atkins, 
Gareth Johns, Tom Cockerill, Paula McIntire, Vivek Singh, , Alessandro Grano, , Marcello Tully and Nick Gillespie 
as well as leading hotels such as The Rosewood & The Connaught and stores such as La Fromagerie, Selfridges 
and Fortnum & Mason. The public have also been entering with their own traditional recipes, as have numerous 
schools and community groups all across the UK. 

The challenge continues the trend of Britain baking again, and finding its lost culinary heritage; with virtually all 
Christmas Puddings store-bought until recent years, in part because of their substantial cooking time. Slow Food 
has been at the vanguard of helping both consumers and Chefs rediscover British regional foods and ingredients, 
of which the Slow Food Christmas Pudding Challenge supports. 

The Challenge will be judged on December 10th 2015 in central London – media opportunities for judging available 
– with the winner crowned at Borough market, London’s larder celebrating 1000 years of trading, at 5pm. The 
second pudding submitted from every entry will be donated to Centrepoint who provide Christmas lunches to the 
homeless. 

About Slow Food 

 Slow Food is an international organisation which promotes good, clean and fair food in 175 countries 

 Christmas Pudding is an exclusively UK dish, and eaten in small quantities in commonwealth countries 

where there is a British legacy 

 The Slow Food Chef Alliance has 125 leading Chefs which commit to Slow Food principles 

 The UK Ark of Taste is a project run by Slow Food UK to highlight regional foods at the risk of extinction 
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